You work long hours.

All day imaging, no matter how long your day is...

- Over 12 Hours of imaging time!
- Operates as a notebook or tablet
- Easy to carry briefcase design
- Glove friendly touch screen and full keyboard

WEPX-V10

EQUIPMENT THAT WORKS AS HARD AS YOU DO.
You work on hot and cold days

- Ruggedized Detector (-20 to +50 C)
- Movable handle for easy positioning

When we say wireless, we mean NO wires!
Unique power case - for in vehicle and office charging.

- PACS workstation included as "standard".
- Best warranty in the industry.
- No service contracts!
- No “hidden costs”!

Everything you need

- Easy carry
- Tablet portability
- Full size keyboard
- Dust & Water Proof
- Works with gloves
- Extreme Temperature
- 12+ hours battery life
- No wires
- In vehicle charge
- No service contracts
- Light weight
It’s all about image quality
In addition to the **longest imaging time in the industry**, we have many more user requested features:

Water and Dirt proof “Pelican brand” brief case, keeps everything together and protected

High Definition 15” PixelSense™ Display, designed for stylus and multi touch
   Stunning 3240 x 2160 screen resolution

Super bright display you can use even in direct sunlight

Dual multi band Wi-Fi keeps you connected for imaging and sending simultaneously

AED detector technology for wireless image capture from any X-ray generator

Super-Fast Acquisition
   - Power On to first image is a quick 90 seconds.
   - Expose every 2 seconds, no waiting for full image processing
   - Only 5 seconds between processed images
   - Customized protocols for fast paced exams like Pre-purchase, saves you time

Stylus makes measuring fast and easy

Local & Cloud PACS for what works best for you

PACS workstation with 10 viewing licenses included

Detector specifications:
- 10 x 12 Active area with slim edge technology
- Multi location handle for easy positioning
- Extreme Temp range of -20 C to +50 C
- CsI Scintillator with 124 Pixel Pitch and 4.0 lp/mm resolution
- Dust and Water Resistance is IP 56
- Battery life – single 8hrs and 16hrs with hot swap
- 16 bit grayscale
- Weight - 2.5kg

Power Case:
- Charger for Tablet PC
- Charger for Detector
- Battery Back-up for main case

Tablet PC specifications:
- Microsoft Surface Book 2 Tablet with keyboard dock, track pad & stylus
- Core i7 8650U / 1.9 GHz
- Win 10 Pro 64-bit
- 16 GB RAM
- 256 GB SSD
- Display:
  - Screen: 15” PixelSense™ Display
  - Resolution: 3240 x 2160, (260 PPI)
  - Aspect ratio: 3.2
  - Contrast ratio: 1600:1
- Touch: 10 point multi-touch GS

Graphics:
- NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1060 discrete GPU w/6GB GDDR5 graphics memory
- Processor:
  - 8th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-8650U quad-core processor, 4.2GHz Max Turbo
- Connections:
  - 2 x full-size USB 3.1 Gen 1
  - 1 x USB-C
  - 3.5mm headphone jack
  - 2 x Surface Connect ports
  - Full-size SDTM card reader

Warranties:
- Flat Panel - 5 years
- Surface Book - 3 years
- PACS Workstation - 5 years
- On site labor and remote IT Support - 1 year